08/03/2020 SEOC Morning Brief
Day 148

Meteorology
TS Isaias no threat to Florida, no damage reports. Saw 45 MPH gust, 1” rain

DOH Dr Rivkees
- More persons that follow the mitigation measures the rate drops quickly, 9.8% positivity yesterday, 9.0 today, increased mitigation decreases cases.
- Hospitalizations decreased, ICU numbers still high. Before schools resumes will finalizing guidance

Dr Blackmore –
- 4,872 positives reported today, storm lessened testing, health care systems continued testing. Expect number to slightly increase as testing resumes.
- Mortality number down, 42 reported today, false count due to storm disruption in reporting. 7,137 total fatalities in FL this morning.

SERT Chief –
- Significant shift in testing strategy, held meeting yesterday. Governor to S FL today for announcement at 11:15.
- Be ready to execute the following by 8 am Wednesday – Miami Hardrock and Miami Marlins in Miami-Dade sites to add antigen (rapid test) lane, shift to 2 lanes, asymptomatic and antibody to one lane each, will increase traffic at exits, will get results while heading home, 15 min tests.
- All other drive through sites will have one lane for symptomatic 65 plus and minors rapid tests. All other tests will be oral swab. Will add antibody testing at all drive throughs. Identify supply needs for blood draws.
- Retail collection sites will continue be Home Depot, shopping malls, etc. no changes, will shut down 3 sites due to proximity to large venues. Walk ups at county or state, 5 will get antibody tests, will need supplies.
- Reporting – sites must gather info, must add all data from all sites daily. Report to indicate date of positivity by collection site, sort by date to avoid massive data dump reporting on a single day for an actual 5 days of collection period. Need cost of each site burn rate, personnel, supplies, and logs support. Kevin collecting costs of tests.
11:15 County Call

All Florida watches and warning canceled, thunderstorms in S Florida associated with the tail end of system. Next system that formed in the Atlantic will move off towards Bermuda.

ESF 8
Numbers skewed due to weekend, see previous report.

SERT Chief
- Storm moving away, back to COVID-19. Reopening site across the state. Significant changes in Miami-Dade.
- Miami Hardrock and Miami Marlins sites reopen Wednesday -8:00 as antigen testing starts, see above report.
- More detail on Wednesday morning call.
- Hurricane Isaias, reach Recovery ASAP if damage assessments needed. No damages reported.

Ops Orange
- Shift in testing, when it is coming to Orange? Antigen testing only to Miami due to lack of testing machines nationwide. If state can get them will spread out across testing sites.
- Limited number of symptomatic rapid testing at sites to focus on 65 and over and minors, all other symptomatic and a-symptomatic testing will be oral or nasal swab.
- All state drive throughs will be getting antibody tests and supplies, must meet lab certification first.
- Regional testing site back up tomorrow.

Seminole
- NH and ALF suppliers are limiting PPE orders for supply distribution.

Citrus
- Schools, DOH assessing for PPE needs, school system requesting KN-95. DOE was supposed to support themselves, not through SLRC, not covered by FEMA 75/25.
- Supervisor of Elections in dire need for hand sanitizer, request go through counties and advise DOS, SLRC would supply through counties as needed. DOS did estimations of need, requests go through counties.

Sana Rosa
- How to report antibody testing? Kevin - to be determined. Kevin’s challenge is how to report through certified lab.

Back to M-W-F calls.